The emergence of high-performance materials for flexible inorganic light emitting diodes (ILEDs) provides the foundations for a broad range of compelling, unconventional systems, from deformable displays and lighting sources to wearable and implantable bioelectronics with diagnostic and therapeutic capabilities. Interdisciplinary progress in materials synthetic methods, device designs, mechanical layouts, and assembly techniques over the past decade enables flexible ILEDs with remarkable operating characteristics even under extreme modes of mechanical deformation. This review summarizes recent advances in this field, with emphasis on the unique properties of the underlying materials and device physics in the first several sections. The subsequent content highlights examples of system-level integration of flexible ILEDs into advanced optoelectronic platforms with characteristics that would be difficult or impossible to achieve with conventional approaches. Miniaturized, implantable biomedical tools for optical modulation of neural activity at target sites and conformable, skin-mounted electronics for sensing and visualization of physiological parameters in real time provide examples of some of the most recent directions.
Introduction
Light emitting diodes (LEDs) are the enabling elements of the rapidly growing solid-state lighting industry. The most dominant LED technologies, widely used in residential general illumination, billboard displays, consumer electronics, and other applications, exploit epitaxial materials grown on rigid and planar substrates. These devices, in their conventional forms, cannot, however, flex, bend, or stretch in ways that are critically important for LED systems of the future, such as those for deformable displays, [1] electronic skins, [2] and bioinspired optoelectronics. [3] Organic molecules and polymers are natural choices for emitting materials in such classes of flexible LEDs, primarily due to their intrinsically low modulus, tunable and multicolor light emission, and their compatibility with roll-to-roll production on thin plastic substrates. [4] Despite significant progress over the past decades in organic LEDs (OLEDs), including many impressive demonstrations of flexible, high-resolution emissive displays, the performance degradation associated with photo-oxidation and/or other subtle processes necessitates the use of elaborate encapsulation schemes, even the most advanced of which have shortcomings in durability and lifetime particularly in humid environments. In addition, the limited spectral purity that follows from strong electron-phonon coupling in organic electroluminescent materials remains as a key challenge for OLEDs. [5] By contrast, LEDs that rely on inorganic semiconductor emitting layers offer significant advantages over their organic counterparts in terms of electrical performance, such as lifetime, spectral purity, and brightness, and many require minimal encapsulation. [6] Research progress, especially over the last decade, in materials, device designs, fabrication concepts, and assembly approaches now provides a broad baseline of capabilities in inorganic light emitting diodes (ILEDs) that combine highly compliant mechanics with stable, robust high-performance operational characteristics. These emerging classes of flexible ILEDs can be categorized into two conceptually different but complementary approaches: i) ILEDs that follow from liftoff of micro/nanoscale semiconductor materials epitaxially grown on wafers and their deterministic assembly onto flexible target substrates with mechanically optimized interconnects; and ii) ILEDs that incorporate unusual active materials capable of direct, low temperature deposition onto thin plastic substrates. The first approach exploits well-established, high-performance III-V semiconductors processed in unusual ways, while the second leverages emerging classes of inorganic semiconductors with rationally designed compositions and structures. Cointegration of either of these two classes of flexible ILEDs with other important electronic components creates new possibilities for advanced optoelectronic technologies, ranging from the next-generation displays in large or portable formats to wearable and implantable biomedical tools that conformally integrate with soft, curvilinear biointerfaces.
Other reviews on ILED technology focus on systems designed for use on rigid substrates. [5, 7] The present paper highlights the most recent advances in flexible ILEDs, from the functional materials to state-of-the-art component-level and system-level embodiments. The content begins with sections on classes of inorganic emitters, including III-V epitaxial layers, colloidal quantum dots (QDs), metal halide-based perovskites, and 2D materials, for flexible ILEDs, from the perspective of the active materials and the device designs. A subsequent section presents the key ideas in system-level integration of state-of-the-art flexible ILEDs into advanced optoelectronic platforms for various applications, especially those in unconventional, biomedical tools for sensing, diagnosis, and therapy. Flexible ILEDs in wearable forms engineered to probe and visualize physiological information and in implantable platforms to modulate and measure neural activity represent some of the most advanced examples. A concluding section summarizes the current state of the field and discusses some challenges and directions for future work.
Flexible Micro-ILEDs (µ-ILEDs)
From a device-level perspective, III-V semiconductor based LEDs remain the most attractive candidates for solid-state lighting applications. [6, 8] For instance, InGaN-based LEDs outperform many of other types of lighting modules, with high internal and external quantum efficiencies (IQE and EQE greater than 70% and 60%, respectively), [9] long lifetimes (>50 000 h vs <15 000 h for blue OLEDs), [10] and high luminous efficiencies (>200 lm W −1 compared to ≈90 lm W −1 of triphosphor fluorescent lamps). [11] Existing methods to utilize these ILEDs in commercial systems beyond simple modules for general illumination, such as billboard-scale displays, rely on sophisticated, robotic systems for high-throughput placement of thousands of individual devices onto a common platform. These processes typically involve multiple fabrication steps (wafer dicing, serial pick-and-place, (sub)millimeter scale packaging on a device-by-device basis, etc.) and collections of various components (e.g., bulk wires, lenses, and heat sinks). [1] Such methods cannot support assembly of ultrasmall (<200 µm × 200 µm, microscale), ultrathin (<50 µm) µ-ILEDs into addressable arrays with high spatial resolution, particularly on flexible substrates. A combined collection of recent strategies, from designs for µ-ILEDs epitaxially released in suspended configurations and still tethered to the underlying growth wafer, to methods for transfer printing of selected collections of these µ-ILEDs to target substrates, and schemes in planar registration of lithographically processed electrical interconnects based on conductors deposited by physical or chemical vapor deposition, [12] provide a solution to address these limitations and enable the use of µ-ILEDs in a wide range of previously unaddressed application possibilities. [1, 13] This section reviews these and other recent developments in µ-ILED technologies with focus on materials designs, structural engineering, and assembly concepts.
Typical Fabrication Methods and Mechanical Designs for Flexible µ-ILEDs
The first demonstrations of flexible assemblies of µ-ILEDs involved red-emitting, epitaxial structures of high-performance III-V semiconductors. [1] Here, the epitaxial stack (Figure 1a) consists of AlInGaP quantum wells (6 nm thick In 0.56 Ga 0.44 P wells, with 6 nm thick barriers of Al 0.25 Ga 0.25 In 0.5 P on top and bottom), cladding films, spreaders, and contacts, all deposited on GaAs source wafers with precise control over compositions and doping profiles. Isolated arrays of µ-ILEDs with microscale device layouts (e.g., 25 µm × 25 µm) follow from a combination of multiple photolithography and selective etching steps. Undercut etching of the sacrificial layer (Al 0.96 Ga 0.04 As between www.advopticalmat.de the LED stack and GaAs source wafer) and photopatterning of "breakable" anchors of photoresist yield µ-ILEDs in suspended forms tethered to the underlying wafer at their corners ( Figure 1a ). [1,13i] Next, a fully automated printing tool lifts selected collections of µ-ILEDs (or "inks") from the source wafer and delivers them in organized arrays to a target, receiver substrate by use of a soft elastomeric stamp (typically made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)) ( Figure 1b, top panel) . The µ-ILEDs prepared in this way preserve their electroluminescent characteristics relative to those processed in the conventional way on the growth substrates ( Figure 1b, bottom panel) . The assembly process, referred to as "transfer printing," exploits nonspecific van der Waals interactions between the solid inks and the relief structures on the stamps, along with schemes for reversibly switching the strength of this adhesion to facilitate retrieval and delivery. Advanced implementations of this technique enable deterministic assembly of µ-ILEDs with geometries that are orders of magnitude smaller and thus far more fragile, compared to existing (sub)millimeter scale ILEDs that can be manipulated by conventional pick-and-place methods, and with throughout speeds that are many orders of magnitude higher.
Detailed descriptions of transfer printing and related techniques (e.g., sacrificial layers for undercut release, breakable photoresist anchors to tether inks, and adhesives to improve the yield of delivery [13h,14] ) can be found elsewhere. [12a,c] Establishing interconnects (metals [1,13c,i] or graphene [15] ) between the printed µ-ILEDs, in direct or matrix addressable patterns, completes the functional modules that can address requirements for a wide range of applications. The small thicknesses of µ-ILEDs (≈2.5 µm in initial demonstrations, and far thinner in more recent demonstrations) is a key feature that allows for facile interconnect definition and registration via standard, planar processing approaches, without the need for wire bonding.
Remarkable degrees of flexibility and deformability of modules that incorporate µ-ILEDs arise from their thin geometries, and from strategic mechanical designs at the system level. In this process, mechanics modeling and analysis provide guidance for layouts that minimize strains in the semiconductor stacks and other fragile electronic materials. [13e] For example, sandwiching the µ-ILED stack between two polymer layers (epoxy and polyurethane) with optimized thicknesses places the device near the neutral mechanical plane (NMP) where bending-induced strains are minimized. In extreme cases, in fact, the matched mechanical effects of the top and bottom polymer layers enable µ-ILEDs that can be bent to radii of curvature as small as 0.7 mm with negligible shifts in emission wavelength (≈1 nm) or intensity. [13b] In comparison, devices without the NMP layout show noticeable shifts in emission wavelengths (≈3.8 nm at a bending radius of 3.5 mm) associated with strain-induced changes in the bandgap.
Advanced geometric designs in the interconnects between µ-ILEDs can further enhance the levels of mechanical deformability. [12d,16] Other than the role of conducting components, the arc-shaped interconnects can also serve as structural bridges to accommodate significant strains (≈22%) by changes in their shapes, thereby allowing for stretchable µ-ILED displays on PDMS substrates (Figure 1c) . [1] Typical flexible µ-ILED displays with this type of noncoplanar, mesh-shaped interconnects show no measurable changes in device performance such as current-voltage characteristics after up to a few hundreds of stretching cycles (Figure 1d ). [1,12d,16] A combination of structurally engineered interconnects and NMP layouts offers µ-ILED systems with further improvements in flexibility (e.g., stretchability over 100%) and ability to deform in complex modes. Figure 2a shows an array of µ-ILEDs bridged by serpentineshaped ribbons, where all functional materials lie near the NMP between two photodefined layers of epoxy. [13c] Transfer printing these interconnected µ-ILEDs to prestrained PDMS substrates with selective bonding sites, followed by strain release, yields noncoplanar serpentine interconnects via nonlinear buckling processes. These optimized mesh designs ensure unaltered performance at repeated, extreme deformational changes, such as uniaxial stretching to strains of 75% for 100 000 cycles. As predicted by mechanical modeling analysis, these µ-ILED arrays remain stable under complex, biaxial, shear, twisting, and other mixed distortional modes (Figure 2b,c) . [13c] An example of a 6 × 6 array of µ-ILEDs pulled onto the sharp tip of a pencil experiences local strains as large as 100% but with invariant electrical/optical characteristics after up to 1000 cycles of deformation. The underlying mechanics, as revealed by quantitative (Bottom right) Angled-view SEM image of an individual µ-ILED. A pair of "breakaway" photoresist anchors at the two far corners of the device holds it above the GaAs wafer in a suspended configuration, for ease of liftoff with a stamp. b) (Top) Optical micrographs of an array of µ-ILEDs (Left: 25 µm × 25 µm, square geometries; Right: characters "LED") in the on state without illumination. (Bottom) Spectral characteristics of emission for a typical device on the wafer and after transfer printing. c) Photographs (main and inset) of a passive matrix, stretchable µ-ILED display that uses a noncoplanar mesh configuration, on a rubber substrate. d) Voltage needed to generate a current of 20 µA measured after stretching cycles to 500 times at an applied strain of 22%. The inset shows the current-voltage behavior after these cycling tests. Note that the three curves in the inset are coincident. Reproduced with permission. [1] Copyright 2009, The American Association for Advancement of Science.
www.advopticalmat.de mechanical modeling, involves coordinated, in-plane and outof-plane motions of the interconnects to accommodate strains associated with overall deformation, leaving the strains in the µ-ILED components within their linear elastic limit. [13c,15] Similar fabrication and design principles can be extended to stretchable µ-ILED arrays with graphene interconnects. [15] Low optical absorption, extremely low flexural rigidity, and serpentine layout designs in these graphene structures allow for highly transparent, µ-ILED arrays with reversible, linear elastic behavior at applied strains exceeding 100%. These optimized mechanical layouts enable intimate integration of µ-ILEDs with soft, curvilinear surfaces of human skin/internal organs and on nonplanar surgical tools (e.g., balloon-catheters) that involve significant changes in shape during operation, as highlighted in Section 6. [13c,d] As mentioned above, the combination of high efficiency, bright electroluminescence, and long lifetime makes InGaNbased, blue-emitting LEDs among the most important candidates in energy efficient illumination modules. [11, 17] Methods developed for red-emitting µ-ILEDs can also be adapted for InGaN-based µ-ILED assemblies in flexible formats. [13f-h,18] InGaN epitaxial stacks can be deposited on silicon [13f,19] or sapphire [13g,h,j,20] substrates with high levels of control over doping profiles. Separating photodefined µ-ILEDs from their growth wafers exploits either anisotropic wet etching [13f ] or laser lift-off processes, [13g,h] depending on the choices of the growth wafers. The low cost and ready availability of large silicon wafer substrates are relevant, particularly because the silicon itself provides the basis for a simple release scheme via selective wet etching. Specifically, the release can exploit the large differences (>100 times) between the etching rates of Si (110) and Si (111) in hot, caustic baths of potassium hydroxide or tetramethylammonium hydroxide. [21] Anisotropic wet etching of epitaxial material grown on silicon wafers with (111) orientation yields µ-ILEDs in freely suspended configurations while tethered to source wafers via lithographically defined segments of InGaN (Figure 3a) . [13f ] Transfer printing methods enable high throughput, parallel delivery of millions of devices on flexible substrates with micrometer-scale position accuracy. In addition, the large bandgap of GaN (≈3.4 eV) offers a remarkably convenient means to define the contact regions for
Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 7, 1800936 Figure 2 . a) Optical image of a 6 × 6 array of µ-ILEDs (100 µm × 100 µm, and 2.5 µm thick, in an interconnected array with a pitch of ≈830 µm) with non-coplanar serpentine bridges on a thin (≈400 µm) PDMS substrate (left-hand frame). Schematic illustration (Right) and corresponding photograph (Inset) of a representative device, with encapsulation. b) Distributions of axial, width, and shear strain determined by 3D finite element modeling for twisting to 720°. c) (Top) Optical images of an array of µ-ILEDs (3 × 8) with serpentine interconnects on a band of PDMS twisted to different angles (0° (flat), 360°, and 720°); (Bottom) Optical image of an array of µ-ILEDs (6 × 6), tightly stretched on the sharp tip of a pencil, collected with external illumination. The white arrows indicate the direction of stretching. Reproduced with permission. [13c] Copyright 2010, Nature Publishing Group. www.advopticalmat.de metal interconnects without the need for photomasking. Under a back-side exposure configuration, H-line UV light (≈405 nm) passes through the entire device except areas shadowed by the metal contacts. Washing away unexposed photoresist results in encapsulated devices with openings in the contact regions for the interconnect registration. These approaches allow for large area displays on flexible supports (Figure 3b ) with densely packed µ-ILEDs (up to 396 µ-ILEDs over ≈12 cm 2 ). [13f ] Sapphire substrates are much more widely used than silicon wafers for growth of high quality, state-of-the-art blue-emitting epitaxial layers. [13h,22] Here, µ-ILED arrays with photodefined layouts can be bonded to a temporary silicon wafer by using In-Pd alloys for interfacial adhesion and then released from the sapphire via a laser lift-off process. Immersing the exposed µ-ILEDs into hydrochloric acid selectively removes the unalloyed indium to leave only alloyed agglomerates to tether the µ-ILEDs to the silicon (Figure 3c) . A dual transfer printing process delivers selected collections of µ-ILEDs to target substrates such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET). These approaches enable flexible µ-ILED arrays with dimensions of each component ranging from 1 mm × 1 mm to 25 µm × 25 µm, limited only by the lithographic resolution, with excellent device performance (e.g., radiant efficiency up to ≈10%) even when strongly bent and twisted (Figure 3d ). 
Other Release Strategies and Fabrication Methods for Flexible µ-ILEDs
The fabrication techniques for the abovementioned and related systems of µ-ILEDs rely critically on transfer printing of lithographically defined µ-ILEDs released in thin form from their growth wafers to target, flexible substrates. The release of µ-ILED stacks from their source wafers by selective wet etching of the sacrificial layers followed from the schemes of epitaxial lift-off, first pioneered by Konagai et al. in 1978 . [23] Advanced methods enable low cost production and high throughput creation of large quantities of high quality III-V materials as well as low dimensional semiconductors with favorable mechanical properties, both of which are promising candidates in cost-effective, flexible µ-ILEDs. Figure 4 shows a scheme that exploits multilayer stacks in the release process, here shown with alternating GaAs (and/or AlGaAs) and AlAs layers grown on GaAs substrates. [13a] The compositions and layouts of the GaAs layers can be designed to satisfy specific application requirements. Immersion in hydrofluoric acid selectively etches the sacrificial AlAs layers and thus releases large quantities of GaAs. Transfer printing steps allow for sequential retrieval of individual device layers and their integration in various optoelectronic platforms. Compared to traditional single-layer lift-off approaches, this concept of multilayer release represents a more economically viable route, as it eliminates cycles of loading and unloading of wafers into the growth chambers and significantly reduces the rate of the degradation of growth wafers due to cycles of release. Selective wet etching of sacrificial layers can also enable the release of low dimensional III-V semiconductors with micro/nanostructures and their subsequent transfer to flexible substrates. [24] These low dimensional structures are formed by either top-down (e.g., selective etching) or bottom-up methods (e.g., metal-organic chemical vapor deposition process) and show increased mechanical flexibility. For example, arrays of microdisks (7 µm diameter) containing InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells are separated from the growth substrates by wet etching of SiO 2 sacrificial layers, followed by registration of metal contacts and interconnects on flexible substrates. [24a] The resulting blue-emitting GaN µ-ILEDs can accommodate extreme bending conditions (bending radii as small as 0.6-0.8 mm) and preserve over 70% of the electroluminescent intensity when bending radii are larger than 6 mm.
Intermediate layers such as 2D graphene enable the release of active semiconductor epilayers in the absence of sacrificial layers. [25] Coating a monolayer of graphene on top of GaAs (001) source wafers does not screen the mechanisms for epitaxial growth while the weak van der Waals forces of graphene allow rapid release of the grown epilayers by using metal stressors (Figure 5a) . [25b] The exfoliated epilayers, after transferred to target substrates, perform as well as conventionally prepared materials, as highlighted in the case of AlGaInP-based ILEDs (Figure 5b,c) . These remote epitaxial techniques and release schemes are general for various III-V materials, such as GaAs, InP, and GaP, and readily copy device-grade thin films from underlying wafers to substrates of interest. These features are of great relevance for advanced fabrication techniques for flexible µ-ILEDs. Another representative example involves the mechanical lift-off of III-V nanowire arrays embedded in a PDMS matrix from growth wafers (sapphire) to flexible, target substrates. [26] Depending on the quantum well structures in nanowires, flexible ILEDs exhibit blue, green, and bicolor emissions with reliable operation after multiple (>10) bending cycles. Integrating down-converting phosphors to these blueemitting nanowire ILEDs yields flexible white-emitting modules with EQE up to 9.3% and wall plug efficiency of 2.4%, showing no performance degradation when bent to a curvature radius of 5 mm. [26b] The release of active III-V semiconductor layers can also be achieved by complete removal of the growth wafer. [27] As shown in Figure 6a , red-emitting AlGaInP epitaxial layers grown on GaAs wafers can be attached to thin polyimide (PI) films with preprinted bottom electrodes via anisotropic conductive film bonding. [27a] Wet etching with a mixture of ammonia water and hydrogen peroxide completely removes the GaAs wafer and exposes epitaxial structures for passivation and top interconnect definition. Flexible vertical µ-ILEDs on PI substrates made in this manner show almost identical electrical characteristics in their flat and bent states (bending radius ≈5 mm) (Figure 6b) . [27a] The key challenges of this approach are that i) it consumes the entire source wafer and prevents its reuse for additional cycles of growth, and ii) µ-ILEDs on the source wafer and the final device share the same layouts and spatial distributions. These aspects limit design choices and cost-effectiveness in assembling µ-ILEDs, especially for systems that benefit from sparse arrays of µ-ILEDs, where a large areal ratio of the epitaxial material is unused.
Thermal Management of Flexible µ-ILEDs
Effective thermal management represents another important advantage of these flexible, interconnected µ-ILED arrays. [13f-h] Commercial, millimeter-scale LEDs require heat sinking structures to avoid significant increases in temperature and associated adverse thermal effects during operation. [28] Decreasing the sizes of the devices to the microscale regime leads to accelerated rates of thermal spreading due to favorable size scaling effects. Both simulation and experimental data reveal significantly reduced maximum temperatures (from ≈100 to ≈30 °C) during operation (with radiant intensity ≈160 mW mm −2 ) as the sizes of µ-ILEDs decrease by a factor of 1600 from 1 mm × 1 mm to 25 µm × 25 µm. [13h] Moreover, in this small size regime, the metals interconnect themselves, due to their thermal mass and thermal conductivity, serve concurrently as effective heat sinks. [13f ] A combination of geometrical designs (sizes of µ-ILEDs, thicknesses, and widths of interconnects) and advanced electronic strategies (pulsed operation with various duty cycles) enables stable operation as well as controllable thermal behaviors of µ-ILEDs, even when wirelessly powered with integrated metal inductor coils and supported by plastic substrates with modest thermal budgets. [13g] Following from advances in epitaxial release, deterministic assembly techniques, structural design concepts, and thermal control strategies, flexible µ-ILEDs are now promising candidates www.advopticalmat.de in emerging applications that are otherwise inaccessible with conventional ILEDs, ranging from high-resolution deformable displays to lighting modules seamlessly integrated with soft, curvilinear surfaces of skin and other biotissues for physiological sensing, neural activity modulation, and clinical therapy. Some representative examples appear in Section 6.
Flexible Quantum Dot LEDs (QLEDs)
Recent progress in flexible ILEDs also follows from developments in unconventional inorganic emitting materials and advances in understanding their unusual optoelectronic behaviors. Though still inferior to conventional III-V semiconductors from the device standpoint, these new materials, as will be presented in Sections 3-5, offer intriguing routes to flexible ILEDs, with versatile control over optical properties, ultrahigh color purity and extended color gamut, ultrathin profiles, and excellent solution processability and associated compatibility with flexible substrates.
Among these materials, colloidal inorganic semiconductor QDs are arguably the most promising candidates in flexible ILEDs. The most valuable attributes of QDs are their broad spectral tunability from UV to near IR (NIR) and narrow emission peaks with fullwidth at half-maximum (FWHM) of ≈30 nm, which are difficult to achieve by OLEDs or conventional down-converting phosphors. Additionally, as with organic species, QDs in their colloidal forms are amenable to broad sets of solution-based fabrication techniques, with promise in low cost, large scale assembly into solid-state devices. [7b,29] Systems that harness this unique combination of properties now include commercial display technologies, such as Samsung Quantum Dot TVs and Amazon Kindle Fire HDX 7 Tablets. [30] Significant efforts toward the development of electroluminescent QLEDs have been made since their first appearance more than two decades ago, [31] as summarized in several recent reviews. [5,7b,32] This section begins with a brief introduction of the intriguing optoelectronic properties of QDs enabled by precise synthetic control and proper structural engineering and then focuses on the most recent advances in flexible QLEDs, especially those for highly pixel count, stretchable displays.
Optical Properties of QDs
Established synthetic methodologies, especially those reliant on the pyrolysis of molecular precursors in hot organic solvents, yield QDs with various sizes, compositions, shapes, as well as surface chemistries in a controllable manner. [29] These versatile chemistries and their ability for precise control over compositions and structures provide access to QDs with remarkable and readily tunable emission properties. i) Spectral tunability. The sizes of QDs are typically within the range of 2-20 nm, where quantum confinement leads to discrete electronic states, and the well-known size-dependent bandgaps and emission wavelengths. [36] For example, cadmium selenide (CdSe) QDs with increasing sizes exhibit emission colors from blue to red (Figure 7a) . [33,36c,37] As with conventional semiconductors, spectral tunability also arises from QD composition. The complementary controls provided by size and composition enable emissions from CdSeand PbS-based QDs that cover the entire visible and a large fraction of NIR spectrum (Figure 7b ). [7b] Efficient NIR emission and spectral tunability afforded by IV-VI, [38] III-V, [39] and other QDs represent a distinct advantage over organic emitters. ii) Color purity. The color purity, or spectral linewidth, of QD ensembles depends on both the averaged emission spectra of individual QDs (homogeneous broadening) and variations in emission spectra of all QDs in these ensembles [34] Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group. (Right) Representative TEM image and band structures of DHNRs. Scale bars in the TEM image and the inset: 50 and 5 nm. Reproduced with permission. [35] Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group.
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(inhomogeneous broadening). [40] For high-quality ensembles of monodisperse QDs (size distribution within 5%), the spectral linewidth approaches those of individual QDs (FWHM ≈ 20 nm). In comparison, emission from OLEDs is limited by strong electron-phonon coupling, with multiple and significantly broadened peaks (FWHM: 40-60 nm). High color purity, together with continuously tunable spectrum, allows for QLEDs with a color gamut that satisfies the Rec. 2020 standard for ultrahigh definition TV (Figure 7c ). [5,7b,32a] iii) Brightness. Facile injection/extraction of charge carriers/photons and high light emission quantum yield (defined as the ratio of radiative recombination rate to the sum of rates of radiative and nonradiative recombination) are prerequisites for high EQE and brightness. Advanced synthetic methods yield QD heterostructures that are favorable for these processes and improved EQEs (Figure 7d ). QDs with core-shell structures minimize nonradiative carrier recombination by physical separation of electronhole pairs in the core (typically CdSe) from surface defects on the shell (CdS, ZnS, or their alloys) and they suppress Auger processes (with an alloyed shell). [34, 41] With optimized surface chemistry, core-shell QDs show near unity photoluminescent (PL) quantum efficiency and represent the preferred choices for QLEDs, especially for commercialized products. [42] Structurally sophisticated double heterojunction nanorods (DHNRs) comprise two wide bandgap semiconductors (CdS and ZnSe) with type II band offset surrounding and in contact with a narrow bandgap (CdSe) emitting center. [35, 43] The staggered band offset between CdS and ZnSe in the energy diagram allows for efficient injection of both electrons and holes while the anisotropic optical properties result in increases in the upper limit of light outcoupling. [43a] Both effects enhance EQEs. Detailed discussions of band engineering in heterostructured QDs and underlying physical behaviors can be found in a recent review. [5] These attractive optical properties follow from advanced synthetic strategies that are critically important to the progress of QLEDs. When fabricated on regular, rigid substrates, device performance of QLEDs compare well with state-of-theart OLEDs (record EQEs and brightnesses for QLEDs: red: 20.5%, [44] 106 000 cd m −2 [45] ; green: 15.6%, [46] 218 800 cd m −2 [47] ; blue: 10.7%, [48] 7600 cd m −2[48b] ).
Advanced Patterning Techniques for QLEDs
Advanced patterning and fabrication techniques allow for high-performance flexible QLEDs. Spin-coating and related solution-based casting techniques are effective in preparing electroluminescent QD monolayers in QLEDs, especially those with monochromic emission. However, issues such as cross-contamination and redissolution of QDs during sequential spin-coating processes and inevitable energy transfer between QDs of different colors limit the use of these techniques in highly pixelated, full-color QLED displays or lighting devices. Transfer printing techniques, similar to those described for µ-ILEDs, circumvent these problems and offer powerful methods to generate precisely patterned QD pixels. [41b,49] Early demonstrations of transfer printing QD films involved spin-coating thin layers of QDs on PDMS stamps chemically modified for solvent compatibility. [49d] Later iterations involve the use of the stamps to retrieve QDs from selected regions of thin films formed on "donor" substrates, for subsequent delivery to target substrates in a deterministic, parallel fashion. [49a,50] This solvent-free, sequential transfer printing process allows scaled production of sophisticated displays, including a demonstration of a 4 inch full-color display with 320 × 240 QD RGB (red, green, blue) pixels, each with a dimension of 46 µm × 96 µm. [50] During the "inking" process, the stresses and cracking behaviors in the QD layers are more complex than those associated with tethered µ-ILEDs. As a consequence, discrepancies between designed and printed patterns of QDs can occur for high-resolution geometries, particularly with pixel sizes below 35 µm. [49b] An additional contact to a substrate with intaglio trenches followed by slow detachment ensures that cracks only form at the edges of the trenches, leaving noncontacted regions of the QD films with sharp edges on the stamps. A subsequent contact printing step delivers highly uniform, ultrasmall QD pixels (as small as 5 µm) to virtually any substrate (Figure 8a ). This intaglio transfer printing process offers high fidelity and printing yields approaching 100%, for full-color QD displays with ultrahigh resolution (2460 pixels per inch, p.p.i.). [49b] In addition to the QD layers, transfer printing methods can apply to multilayer stacks that include the QD emitting layers, charge transport layers, conductive electrodes, and even substrate The independently tailored band alignments between green QDs/TiO 2 and red QDs/ZnO and well-matched highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO)/lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) levels result in improved charge carrier injection efficiencies and accordingly higher EQEs. Furthermore, the capability for transfer printing the entire QLED stack to prestrained elastomeric substrates yields fully stretchable, wavy QLED arrays through buckling processes. [53] The bending radii in such systems can be as small as 35 µm without mechanical damage or electrical degradation. Besides dry processing approaches based on contact printing, solution-based techniques such as hydrodynamic inkjet printing [51, 54] and 3D printing [55] provide viable routes to high-resolution QLEDs. Under optimized conditions (printing nozzle sizes, QD ink formula, applied voltages, etc.), inkjet printing offers capabilities for fully programmable, sequential patterning of QDs with different colors into elaborate patterns, and with nanoscale control over the thicknesses and lateral dimensions (Figure 8b ). [51] A distinct advantage of inkjet and 3D printing methods over contact printing or spin-coating techniques is their ability to conformally print components on nonplanar, complex surfaces. As a proof-of-concept, emissive QDs, polymeric charge transport layers, metal contacts, substrate, and encapsulation layers can be 3D-printed onto contact lenses, resulting in QLEDs with 3D freedom in design. [55] Direct photopatterning of inorganic nanomaterials enabled by rationally designed surface ligands represents an alternative, facile approach toward high-resolution pixels in QLED displays. This method, termed as DOLFIN (direct optical lithography for inorganic nanomaterials), exploits photoinduced solubility changes of various types of nanocrystals (including QDs) functionalized with photosensitive ligands, such as 1,2,3,4-thiatriazole-5-thiolate (Figure 8c ). [52] Using conventional mask aligners and photomasks, spin-coated thin films of QDs in UV-exposed or unexposed regions can be washed away depending on the types of surface ligands, thereby allowing for a photoresist-free photolithographic approach to patterning. Implementing DOLFIN with QDs of red, green, and blue colors yields large area, pixelated (0.8 million RGB subpixels in an area of ≈2 cm × 2 cm) patterns with high resolution in both the lateral (1 µm, determined by mask resolution) and vertical (10 nm accuracy) directions. Compared to traditional photolithography with photoresist, DOLFIN requires far fewer fabrication steps in patterning multiple layers of the same or different materials and it circumvents adverse effects of organic impurities in charge carrier injection/ transport in QD assemblies. Moreover, the DOLFIN processes are mainly based on low temperature, solution techniques, which are fully compatible with flexible substrates.
Representative Examples of High-Performance, Flexible QLEDs
Rational materials design and advanced assembly techniques set the basis for device-level and system-level embodiments of flexible QLEDs, especially their incorporation into advanced optoelectronic platforms such as next generation displays and skin-mounted, biocompatible modules for monitoring and visualization of physiological information. Adapted from OLEDs and QLEDs originally designed for use on rigid substrates, optimized device architectures for flexible QLEDs (Figure 9a ) feature an ultrathin emissive layer of core-shell QDs, sandwiched between hybrid charge transport layers, typically the inorganic electron transporter based on sol-gel TiO 2 or ZnO nanoparticles and the organic hole transporting polymer such as poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(4,4′-(N-(4-secbutylphenyl))diphenylamine)] (TFB). [49a,b,50,56] These choices of charge transport layers follow from consideration of balanced electron/hole injection rates and their processing compatibility with flexible substrates. The first demonstration of large area, full-color flexible QLEDs utilized transfer-printed RGB pixels composed of II-VI core-shell QDs on polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) substrates (Figure 9b ). [50] Mechanical tests show no degradation in luminous efficiency or current-voltage characteristics at bending radii of 3 cm. Flexible white QLEDs exploit similar device structures but different strategies in mixing RGB QDs to realize white emission. Active layers with homogeneously mixed QDs (dichromic to tetrachromic) [57] or sequentially stacked RGB layers [49a] suffer from inevitable inter-QD energy transfer and sophisticated control of contents of QDs of different colors. Sequential intaglio transfer printing steps yield flexible white QLEDs with aligned RGB pixels and true white color emission with CIE coordinates of (0.39, 0.38) (Figure 9c ). [49b] Compared to white QLEDs with mixed QDs in emitting layers, pixelated devices show improved EQE (up to 1.5%) across the entire operating range and enhanced brightness (10-52%) depending on applied voltages. At different bending angles (up to 135°, Figure 9d ), these flexible QLEDs remain stable with no changes in current-voltage characteristics.
Optimizing the device architectures, QD heterostructures, and substrate/encapsulation materials leads to improved electrical and mechanical performance. Green-emitting QLEDs with an inverted architecture exhibit unprecedently high EQE (15.6%) and current efficiency (65.3 cd A −1 ). [46] Of particular importance in this design is the interfacial layer of polyethylenimine ethoxylated that lies between the QD emitting layer and the polymer hole transport layer, to prevent damage during sequential deposition of these two layers and also to upshift the HOMO level of QDs for improved hole injection. Flexible inverted QLEDs with a similar structure also show high performance with a maximum EQE of 8.4% and a current efficiency of 35.1 cd A −1 , both among the highest values reported for flexible QLEDs. [46] These all-solution processed flexible QLEDs also exhibit good mechanical properties and remain operational in highly bent states. Structural engineering of QDs offers another route to improved device performance. Green-emitting QDs with relatively thick shells (2 nm thicker compared to conventional core/shell QDs) show drastically suppressed nonradiative, Auger recombination, and prolonged PL lifetime. Consequently, flexible QLEDs using QDs with thicker shells show luminous efficiency that are 10 times higher than those with conventional QDs and a brightness of 44 719 cd m −2 at 9 V, also among the highest reported values for flexible QLEDs. [56c] In terms of mechanics, early examples of flexible QLED devices www.advopticalmat.de could bend to some extent (minimum bending radii of several tens of millimeters [32a] ) but they could not undergo more complex mechanical deformations. The limited flexibility mostly originates from the large thicknesses of the plastic substrates (e.g., several hundreds of micrometers for PET [46] ) and the brittle nature of commonly used indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes. Using thin polyimide (Kapton) tapes as substrates and thin metallic films as electrodes allows for highly flexible and mechanically robust QLEDs with high EQEs for different emission colors (≈4% for red and green and ≈1% for blue). [58] The devices preserve about 87.5% of the initial brightness (20 000 cd m −2 ) after 500 cycles of bending on a 4 mm diameter rod. Such devices can be used as stickers for mounting on curved surfaces of 3D objects. Further reductions in substrate thickness to the micrometer scale and integration with elastomeric supports yield stretchable QLEDs capable of complex modes of deformation and conformal integration with soft, curvilinear surfaces. Here, the ultrathin substrates (≈1.1 µm) consist of parylene and epoxy layers and concurrently serve as biocompatible, water-proof encapsulation materials. [49b] Placing QDs and other active layers (especially ITO) between two substrate/encapsulation layers (near NMP) yields ultrathin (total thickness about 2.6 µm), tattoo-like QLEDs that can be bent, stretched, folded, or crumped (Figure 10a,b) . These QLED tattoos exhibit high EQEs over a wide range of applied voltages (over 1% at 3.6-6.9 V with the maximum value of 2.35% at 4.5 V) and a high brightness of 14 000 cd m −2 at 7 V. These values remain unchanged after 1000 cycles of uniaxial stretching to strains of 20% (Figure 10c) . [49b] These collective advances in flexible QLEDs follow from interdisciplinary research in synthetic chemistry, quantum physics, optoelectronic materials, and mechanical engineering, and yield interesting opportunities in emerging display technologies and skin-mounted electronics. Representative examples for such applications [53,56b,c,59] appear in Section 6.
Flexible Perovskite LEDs (PeLEDs)

Optical Properties of Metal Halide-Based Perovskites
Metal halide-based perovskites are an old class of material. Those based on lead halides (with ABX 3 crystal structures, where A is a monovalent alkali metal or organic cation, B is Pb, and X are halide anions or their mixtures) in particular are of increasing interest in the last several years, primarily due to their promising performance in photovoltaic cells. [60] The high power conversion efficiencies in such cases (certified value of 23.3% [61] ) also suggest the potential use of perovskites as emitting materials in LEDs, according to the Shockley-Queisser detailed balance limit calculations. [7c,62] As with QDs, perovskites feature both widely tunable emission spectra and exceptionally high color purity. The color tunability of lead halide perovskites follows mostly from changes www.advopticalmat.de in compositions. For example, tuning ratios of different halide anions yield perovskites that can emit across a broad range from 390 to 820 nm (Figure 11a) . [7a] Quantum effects of perovskites with sizes in the confinement regime provide means for additional, improved control over the bandgaps and emission wavelengths. Unlike QDs, perovskites have intrinsically narrow emission linewidths (FWHM as small as ≈20 nm) regardless of grain size. This behavior originates from their structural similarity to multiple quantum wells. [63] These spectral features lead to a well-extended color gamut, as shown in Figure 11b . In addition, owing to the highly ionic nature of metal-halogen bonds, perovskites with various sizes and in different forms are readily available, from nanoscale materials (sub-10 nm QDs, [64] nanowires, [65] and 2D nanoplatelets [66] ), to polycrystalline grains (sub-100 nm to millimeters), [67] and to millimeter-scale, single crystals with low defect densities. [68] In many cases, high quality perovskite structures can be synthesized and processed by using solution-based methods at low temperatures that are compatible with flexible, plastic substrates. [64a] All of these attributes make perovskites attractive, alternative choices for high-performance LEDs. Following from design concepts and fabrication techniques previously used for conventional LEDs and perovskite photovoltaics, PeLEDs with EQEs exceeding 10% in green, red, and NIR regions can be achieved on rigid substrates. [69] These values are impressive considering the short history of modern PeLEDs. [63a] Progress related to material design and device performance of PeLEDs on conventional, rigid substrates appears in several recent reviews. [7a,c,67a] This section highlights recent advances in flexible PeLEDs on plastic substrates.
Representative Examples of High-Performance, Flexible PeLEDs
The first examples of high-performance PeLEDs employed a simple bilayer structure with methylammonium lead bromide (MAPbBr 3 ) perovskites as the emitting layer and 2,2′,2″-(1,3,5-benzinetriyl)-tris(1-phenyl-1-H-benzimidazole) (TPBI) as the electron transport layer (Figure 12a) . [70] In this structure, LiF/Al and a self-organized conducting polymer serve as cathode and anode, respectively. Green-emitting PeLEDs using this device architecture and fabricated on glass substrates have an EQE of ≈8.53% (≈10 times higher than EQEs in visible PeLEDs reported prior to this work) and a current efficiency of 42.9 cd A −1 . Such improvements in device performance follow from both compositional control and grain engineering of the emitting layers. On the one hand, a slight excess of MABr in the synthesis (10% higher than the stoichiometric ratio) prevents the formation of metallic Pb defects that potentially quench excitons and decrease the ionization energy of MAPbBr 3 for more efficient charge injection. On the other hand, the intrinsically long carrier diffusion lengths (≈1 µm) and low exciton binding energies (tens of millielectron volts) of perovskite crystals [71] can lead to substantial leakage currents and corresponding reductions in current efficiencies. [63a,70] Use of a nanocrystal pinning process and TPBI additives significantly reduces the grain sizes of MAPbBr 3 from several micrometers to ≈100 nm (Figure 12b ). These uniform, small grains lead to strong spatial confinement of excitons (the carrier diffusion length is ≈67 nm) and thereby reduce nonradiative ( Figure 12d ). [72] When fabricated on 200 µm thick PET substrates with four layers of graphene as anodes, these PeLEDs can endure 5.3% tensile strain at a bending radius of 1.9 mm without notable changes in current densities (Figure 12e ). Over 80% of the initial current density remains after 1200 cycles of repeated bending events (bending radius of 200 µm with 1.34% strain, Figure 12f ). By comparison, PeLEDs using brittle ITO for the anodes degrade significantly after 200 bending cycles and completely fail after 1200 cycles.
Nanoscale perovskite materials with size scales in the quantum confined regime represent a promising class of materials for photonic sources. [7a,64] Syntheses of perovskite QDs, nanowires, or quantum wells are possible via simple colloidal approaches, and in some cases, even in open beakers and at room temperatures. [64a] These versatile chemistries yield nanoscale perovskites with precisely controllable sizes and shapes and improved optical properties. For example, perovskite QDs possess ultrasmall sizes and significantly larger exciton binding energies than their bulk counterparts, which can promote radiative recombination by confining excitons to nanoscale regions. Moreover, quantum confinement offers an additional degree of freedom in fine-tuning of the size dependent optical properties and enables flexible PeLEDs with unprecedented color purity and wide gamut. 2D perovskite quantum wells of FAPbBr 3 (FA: formamidinium) perovskites with well-controlled sizes and compositions exhibit an ultrapure green emission at 529 nm with a linewidth of only ≈20 nm and a PL efficiency of ≈90% (Figure 13a) . [73] The PL efficiency of these 2D quantum wells approaches ≈92% in the solid state, which is among the highest reported value for all perovskite thin films. These attributes enable PeLEDs with the purest green emission ever achieved, which covers 97% and 99% of the Rec. 2020 standard in the CIE 1931 and CIE 1976. Flexible PeLEDs made on thin PI substrates (50 µm) can be bent to radii as small as 2 mm (bending radius of 7.5 mm shown in Figure 13a ) with invariant emission spectra. A more recent embodiment of flexible PeLEDs harnesses self-assembled CsPbBr 3 supercrystals (SCs) from ≈10 nm cubic building blocks (Figure 13b ). [74] These SCs exhibit even "greener" emission with color coordinates closer to the edges of the spectral locus of Rec. 2020 compared to those of previously reported FAPbBr 3 quantum wells (Figure 13c ). These results highlight the promising applications of flexible PeLEDs as light sources that can outperform other types of LEDs in terms of color purity. In addition, thin films made from sub-10 nm perovskite QDs also show higher mechanical robustness compared to polycrystalline perovskites. [75] Flexible PeLEDs with ≈7 nm MAPbBr 3 QDs can endure 1000 cycles of repeated bending events (bending radius ≈4 mm) with decent device performance (EQE ≈ 2.6% at a brightness of 1000 cd m −2 ). [75] 
Advanced Patterning Methods and Key Challenges for Flexible PeLEDs
Most of the reported PeLEDs rely on spin-coated emitting layers. Alternative and more effective fabrication methods are crucial for development of highly pixelated, flexible PeLEDs. Vapor deposition methods yield high quality perovskite absorbing layers in photovoltaic devices with ≈20% power conversion efficiencies. [76] Compared to spin-coating and other solution-based techniques, these methods offer small batch-to-batch variation and they circumvent the complications arising from solvents (solvent compatibility, solvation-related impurity phases). [77] As
Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 7, 1800936 Figure 11 . a) Emission-wavelength tunability of CH 3 NH 3 PbX n Y 3−n . The emission of the CH 3 NH 3 PbX n Y 3−n perovskite is tunable from wavelengths of 390-790 nm. b) CIE chromaticity diagram. Perovskites have color spaces that cover an area larger than the National Television System Committee (NTSC) standard. Reproduced with permission. [7a] Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group.
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summarized in a recent review, [77] these vapor-based methods, including coevaporation from dual targets (e.g., methylammonium iodide and PbCl 2 [76a] ), sequential vapor deposition, flash evaporation, and chemical vapor deposition, are also applicable to PeLEDs. Despite the inferior device performance (e.g., <0.1% and 4.36% for chemical vapor deposited and vapor-assisted solution processed MAPbBr 3 PeLEDs, [78] respectively), these vapor-based techniques, with further optimization in deposition conditions and improvements in film stoichiometry and others, represent potential alternatives toward flexible PeLEDs.
Screen-printing represents a scalable technique for large scale, low cost production. Proof-of-concept devices that exploit MAPbBr 3 and poly(ethylene oxide) as the emitting layers and carbon nanotubes and silver nanowires as the anodes/cathodes, can be achieved entirely by screen-printing in a layer-by-layer fashion on rigid or flexible substrates. [79] In the absence of charge injection/transport layers, PeLEDs printed on ITO/glass substrates show EQEs of ≈1.1% at 20 000 cd m −2 . An intriguing observation is that the performance of devices processed in an ambient environment surpasses that of devices prepared www.advopticalmat.de in inert atmosphere. This result likely follows from humidityinduced enhancements in the PL due to partial solvation of methylammonium parts and self-healing of perovskite lattices. Fully printed PeLEDs on 200 µm thick polyacrylate substrates show a low turn-on voltage of 2.6 V and can undergo several cycles of bending to radii of ≈5 mm at 2% strain. Despite the inferior EQEs (0.14% when printed on flexible substrates), these screen-printing techniques are potentially amenable to low cost, roll-to-roll fabrication of arrays of PeLEDs on flexible substrates.
Patterning of perovskites with microscale precision represents a remaining challenge in integration of perovskite-based devices (LEDs, photodetectors, etc.) into advanced optoelectronic platforms. The instability of these materials in aqueous solutions and organic solvents prevents their patterning by conventional microfabrication procedures. A recently proposed strategy exploits a poly(methyl methacrylate) lift-off process and deep UV lithography to enable micropatterning of MAPbI 3 perovskites with high precision and in both lateral and vertical directions. [80] A key step uses chlorobenzene as the lift-off solvent, which dissolves poly(methyl methacrylate) without affecting the perovskites. Using this method, MAPbI 3 based transistors and photodetectors can be patterned on flexible substrates to yield devices with good electrical performance and high mechanical stability at bending radii of 6 mm. This patterning capability, though demonstrated for other types of devices, may also be applicable to flexible PeLED arrays with elaborate designs and their incorporation in integrated, flexible optoelectronic systems.
Compared to flexible OLEDs or QLEDs, flexible PeLEDs are still in early stages of development. Despite their impressive color purity, several key hurdles remain. From the electrical viewpoint, it is interesting to note that almost all examples of flexible PeLEDs are monochromic with green emission, likely due to well-established synthetic protocols and device layouts for PbBr 2 -based perovskites. Efficient and balanced emission in red, green, and blue colors must be achieved for PeLED devices with full-color and white emission. In addition, long term device stability in the presence of a combination of air, moisture, light, and heat remains as a major issue for all types of devices based on metal halide perovskites. Moisture is particularly detrimental to the long term integrity of perovskites, which are highly ionic and thereby intrinsically unstable in hydrophilic environments. [7c] The decomposition of MAPbI 3 and other perovskites also involves oxidation processes presumably induced by the diffusion of photogenerated superoxide anions on halide vacancies. [64a] Chemical designs of perovskites with hydrophobic, long-chain organic cations can lower the sensitivity to moisture and encapsulation methods can enable minimal air and water permeability, as means to improve the stability of PeLEDs. [67a] In terms of mechanical properties, current flexible PeLEDs are bendable but not stretchable or deformable in other mechanical modes. Adapting fabrication concepts and mechanical designs from flexible QLEDs may be useful in this context. Finally, as with QLEDs, toxic elements such as Pb in perovskites place stringent limitations on their use in consumer electronics, especially those located at biointerfaces. Addressing this safety and environmental concern demands the developments of efficient Pb-free perovskite emitters.
Flexible 2D Materials-Based LEDs
2D materials are atomically thin layers with strong intraplane covalent bonding and weak interplane van der Waals interactions. [12b] Such materials can support a wide range of electrical behaviors, ranging from conductors (graphene), direct bandgap semiconductors (e.g., transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and black phosphorus), and insulators (hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)). [81] The universal van der Waals interactions present in all 2D materials enable stacking of layers with highly dissimilar chemical and physical properties (compositions, band structures, lattice parameters, etc.), leading to heterostructures with unprecedented properties and functions in devices. [82] From the mechanical perspective, atomically thin 2D materials are intrinsically flexible by virtue of bending strains that decrease linearly with thickness. [12b] Moreover, the elastic strain limits of 2D materials compare favorably with those of conventional, state-of-the-art semiconductors. [12b] For example, TMDs show significantly higher elastic strain limits (by a factor of 4 or more) than III-V semiconductors (Figure 14a) , mainly due to the much higher strength of covalent compared to ionic bonds. These electrical and mechanical attributes make 2D materials attractive candidates in flexible optoelectronic devices. [81, 83] More specifically, graphene and TMDs can be deployed as important components (e.g., electrode or charge transport layers) in flexible LEDs. [7d,83a,84] This section focuses on recently developed flexible ILEDs with 2D materials as emitting layers, mainly enabled by materials chemistries and heterostructure designs.
Flexible LEDs Based on TMDs
TMDs with the formula of MCh 2 , where M is a transition metal (typically Mo or W) and Ch are (mixed) chalcogens, represent an important class of 2D emitters. Monolayers of TMDs are direct bandgap semiconductors with emission wavelengths readily tunable in the visible spectrum via compositional control (Figure 14b ). [82, 85] Simple chemical treatment with an organic super acid passivates the surface defects and yields single layered TMDs with near unity PL efficiencies (Figure 14c ). [86, 87] Despite the high PL efficiency, LEDs based on TMDs emitting layers suffer from large charge injection barriers due to the Schottky contacts. Consequently, electroluminescence occurs only in limited areas around the metal contacts. [85, 88] To overcome these problems, heterostructure designs (p-n junction formation [89] ) and electrical operation modes (AC pulse [85] ) can be explored to enable large area, steady-state electroluminescence. Among these, the use of van der Waals heterostructures with carefully designed sequences of atomically thin layers underpins to some of the most important progress in 2D materials-based LEDs. The most enabling feature for these heterostructures is the versatile band structure engineering that follows from the use of 2D materials of different compositions and numbers/thicknesses of layers. [90] The first van der Waals heterostructured LEDs involved graphene for the electrodes, hBN as the tunneling barriers, and TMDs quantum wells (MoS 2 or WSe 2 ) as the emitting layers, all assembled in a layer-by-layer fashion (Figure 15a) . [90a] Under proper bias, the www.advopticalmat. de Fermi levels of graphene bottom and top electrodes move across the bottom of the conduction band and the top of the valence band of TMDs, respectively, allowing efficient charge carrier injection and recombination. LEDs with multiple (3-4) quantum wells stacked in series show EQEs up to 8.4% at low temperatures. [90a] Quantum wells composed of two different TMDs (MoS 2 and WSe 2 ) enable fine-tuning of the emission spectra while maintaining high EQEs (≈2% at room temperature, as shown in Figure 15b) . These values represent record efficiencies for 2D materials-based LEDs. The intrinsic, ultrathin nature (10-40 atoms-thick) of van der Waals structures seamlessly align with core concepts in flexible optoelectronics. 2D LEDs stacked on PET substrates show unchanged device performance when bent to uniaxial strains up to 1% (Figure 15c ).
Flexible LEDs Based on Graphene Derivatives
Another demonstration of flexible, 2D materials-based light emitting devices exploits the gate voltage dependent electroluminescence of graphene derivatives in transistor configurations. [91] Pristine graphene composed of one or few layers of covalently bonded carbon atoms is an ideal conductor with zero bandgap. Modifications of graphene with other atoms and functional groups offer versatile control over its optical and electrical properties and yield graphene-based derivatives with tunable bandgap structures. In a transistor-type device with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) as the gate, source and drain components, and graphene oxide (GO) as the dielectrics, a stack of semi-reduced GO semiconducting layers shows electroluminescence under applied bias (Figure 16a,b) . The electroluminescence mechanism can be explained by the Poole-Frenkel process in which the injected electrons are excited to the lowest energy level of conduction band followed by radiative recombination with holes in π-bands. As the gate voltages increase, the level of the lowest unoccupied energy moves up and shifts the emission wavelengths from red (750 nm) to blue (450 nm) (Figure 16c ). Flexible, all-graphene-based devices on bent PET substrates (bending radius of ≈8 mm) preserve their emission properties (Figure 16b ). This type of gate-modulated, tunable emission may be attractive for certain applications. Single-layer or few-layer graphene with sizes of several nanometers (also known as graphene quantum dots (GQDs)) also shows tunable emission in the near UV and visible range. [92] The emission mechanism of GQDs, however, is complex and could stem from a combination of quantum confinement, edge effects, and others. [92b] A plausible mechanism, based on recent theoretical and experimental studies, [93] classifies the emission into intrinsic (from aromatic sp 2 carbon hexagons) and extrinsic states (from defects such as oxygen-containing groups). High quality GQDs synthesized by intercalating graphite with potassium-sodium tartrate show low oxidation states or defects and thus emit in the near UV range (centered at ≈400 nm) primarily due to the intrinsic electroluminescent mechanism. [92b] LEDs employing these GQDs as emitting layers achieve luminance over 1000 cd m −2 at 16 V and luminous efficiency of 0.65 cd A −1 at 1 mA cm −2 , which are among the highest reported values in GQD-based LEDs. The low cost and high biocompatibility make GQDs potential candidates in flexible ILEDs.
Despite the promising electrical and mechanical properties, LED devices that use 2D emitting materials, on rigid or flexible substrates, are far inferior in performance and cannot rival other types of flexible ILEDs. Key breakthroughs in the designs of materials and device structures are necessary. Another challenge for 2D based (flexible) LEDs is their complex growth and fabrication processes. Construction of van der Waals heterostructures of 2D materials typically requires mechanical exfoliation and consecutive stacking of individual layers. Existing methods for these purposes are not amenable to scalable fabrication of devices with elaborate structural designs. Emerging fabrication methods exploit ink-jet printing techniques and water-based, biocompatible ink formulations to [86] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
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yield multistacked heterostructures of graphene, TMDs, and hBN in a high-speed fashion. [94] Photodetector arrays printed in this manner exhibit responsivities >1 mA W −1 , which compare favorably to values for devices made with mechanically exfoliated 2D materials. Similar printing techniques and ink formulation could potentially be applied to flexible 2D materials-based LEDs in a scalable manner.
Representative Applications of Flexible ILEDs in Displays, Wearable Electronics, and Implantable Biomedical Tools
The preceding sections highlight recent advances in flexible ILEDs from the materials perspective, with demonstrations at the device and systems levels. 
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with attractive electrical properties and levels of mechanical flexibility have been incorporated in optoelectronic platforms for various existing and emerging applications, ranging from highly deformable, next-generation displays, to sensing and visualization modules in smart wearable electronics, and to miniaturized, implantable biomedical tools for neural modulation and clinical therapy. [ 1,13,49a,b,50,56,59,84a,95 ] The unique material properties, device characteristics, and the associated advantages/disadvantages lead to different targeted applications for these two classes of flexible ILEDs. This section summarizes some representative uses of µ-ILEDs and QLEDs, especially in biomedical tools that couple intimately to soft and curvilinear surfaces of biological tissues for sensing and modulation.
Representative Applications of Flexible µ-ILEDs
High-yield assembly techniques and established design strategies make interconnected collections of µ-ILEDs highly promising candidates for next-generation flexible displays. As shown in Section 2, monochromic (red and blue) displays that harness the wafer-level performance and reliability of µ-ILEDs show exceptional flexibility and robust operation under extreme deformations. Adding other optical components such as patterned phosphor tiles and thin-film optical diffusers to blue µ-ILED arrays yields flexible, white-emitting modules (Figure 17) . [13f ] The microscale dimensions (down to 3 × 10 µm 2 , as presented by Xceleprint [12c] ) and sparse distributions of the µ-ILEDs allow for high luminance across large areas (over 100 times larger than those for commercial LED dies with the same total amount of active materials) with additional unused space for other optoelectronic components such as driver circuits, sensors, and other components. These small area coverages also enable display systems with high levels of transparency. Stacking multilayers of µ-ILED arrays with proper spatial offsets between layers can provide unique 3D effects and also options in populating the open spaces, for displays or solid-state lighting systems. [13c] The most recent, advanced implementation of µ-ILED pixels and printed microscale integrated circuits yields high-resolution displays in flexible or rigid formats, capable of scaling to large areas. Figure 18 highlights small prototypes, consisting of 1.4 inch passively driven, flexible displays composed of 128 × 128 InGaN-based blue pixels (each with a dimension of 8 µm × 15 µm) with resolution of 127 p.p.i. The displays show no degradation in illuminance when flexed. Sequential transfer printing of blue and green InGaN µ-ILEDs and red AlInGaP µ-ILEDs in aligned patterns (320 × 160 RGB pixels with 360 µm pixel pitch) enables the realization of 5.1 inch, full-color displays with resolution of 70 p.p.i. Figure 19 demonstrates some of these displays with vivid colors, showing images of various objects, scenes, and portraits, including some devices that integrate microscale silicon integrated circuits distributed across and directly on the panel substrate, for high speed, digital operation.
One of the most enabling features of µ-ILEDs is that they can laminate conformally onto soft and curvilinear surfaces without notable changes in device performance. This capability allows their system-level implementation in a series of emerging biomedical and surgical tools for physiological monitoring, optical/electrical modulation, and clinical therapy. All such applications require bioinert chemistries at biotic/ abiotic interfaces and encapsulation materials that prevent biofluid penetration for chronic implantation. [13c,d] Choices of materials and strategies for robust encapsulation of devices against biofluids appear in recent reports and reviews. [97] A flexible µ-ILED array encapsulated by PDMS can be manipulated with a conventional needle and used as a light emitting suture in an animal model. Figure 20a) . With an external photodetector, this system can detect changes in refractive-indices of fluids that pass through tubing. As these changes correlate well with the types and contents of fluids and relevant biomaterials (e.g., glucose as illustrated in Figure 20a ), this system can be used in surgical tools of relevance for continuous monitoring of the nutrient dosage or clinical medicine. [13c] An advanced version of this photometry system involves cointegration of µ-ILEDs and microinorganic photodetectors (µ-IPDs) in stretchable formats. As an object approaches or moves away for the sensor, the change in the photoresponse of the µ-IPDs correlates to changes in relative distance. Figure 20b shows such an optical proximity sensor mounted on the fingertip of a glove and the dependence of the photocurrents on distance. [13c] The exceptional mechanical properties and robust operation of µ-ILEDs under extreme mechanical deformation allow their integration in surgical tools such as balloon-catheters that involve significant changes in shape during operation (e.g., in inflated and deflated states, as shown in Figure 20c ). Balloon-catheters functionalized with heterogeneous collections of high-performance semiconductor µ-ILEDs, sensors, and actuators offer new capabilities to sense physiological signals and stimulate tissues during operation.
[13d] µ-ILED arrays mounted on this type of multifunctional surgical tool enable programmable light delivery to targeted regions with high spatial precision. The capability of µ-ILEDs to deliver light into biological structures at the sites of interest also allows their use in an emerging field of neuroscience, known as optogenetics, [98] that utilizes light to selectively stimulate or inhibit neural activity in targeted cell types. [13j,k,27b,95,99] Together with genetic modification techniques, light-modulated neural activity can provide important clues into the connections between animal behavior and associated neural networks in the brain. Conventional light delivery methods in this context rely on optical fibers originally designed for telecommunications. [100] The resulting physical tether, however, constrains and restricts the natural behaviors of the animals, sometimes in a way that frustrates the interpretation of associated neuroscience experiments. Here, µ-ILEDs serve as the foundations for advanced optogenetic tools, in the form of thin, flexible filaments that are fully implantable with minimal invasiveness and wireless operation in freely moving animals. www.advopticalmat.de 50 µm × 50 µm in area) and mechanical properties of the complete injectable platforms minimize tissue damage, with lesions that are much smaller than those of optical fibers. [13j] The high efficiency in operation and designs that facilitate thermal transport, together with the natural convective cooling provided by flow of blood and cerebrospinal fluids, allow µ-ILEDs to serve as implantable optogenetic stimulators with minimal changes in temperature (≈0.1 °C at an output power of 10 mW mm −2 ) or adverse effects on the surrounding fragile neural tissues. [99b,f,101] The resulting platforms after encapsulation are also biocompatible for chronic, stable operation within the demanding set of conditions associated with bioenvironments. [99a,102] In addition to these attractive mechanical, thermal, optical, and biocompatible characteristics, injectable platforms that use µ-ILEDs as light sources offer unique advantages compared to existing fiber-based systems. i) Both unidirectional and bidirectional illumination patterns can be realized with µ-ILEDs.
[13j] Such illumination profiles are advantageous for stimulating certain brain regions in small animal models, such as the oblong shaped basolateral amygdala in rodents. [99c] In addition, a single injectable, miniaturized filament/platform consisting of arrays of flexible µ-ILEDs of the same or different colors provides multichannel operation capabilities in independent control of multiple neuronal subpopulations and supports spatiotemporal modulation and functional mapping of multisites in brains. [27b,99e] For instance, an implantable array of red-emitting µ-ILEDs settled on the meningeal space between the skull and brain surface can modulate motor neurons of specific regions in mouse brain with promise in highresolution, detailed mapping of motor cortical areas for various body movements. [27b] ii) Transfer printing allows for integration of multiple functional layers with capabilities in temperature sensing, optogenetic stimulation, photometric measurements, and electrical recording, all in a single injectable platform with dimensions smaller than those of conventional unimodal optical fibers (Figure 21) . [13j] Another multimodal platform combines the capabilities of optogenetic simulation enabled by InGaN µ-ILEDs with drug delivery via soft microfluidic channels (Figure 22a,b) . Here, thermally and wirelessly activated pumps deliver up to four different drugs with µL-scale precision from separate channels. [13k] These features enable programmable, independent optogenetic and pharmaceutical controls over behaviors of animal models without the brain trauma associated with implanted cannulas (Figure 22c www.advopticalmat.de 9.8 mm in diameter and maximum thickness of 1.3 mm) [99f ] rely on resonant magnetic coupling energy transfer schemes and are easily adaptable to a variety of enclosures used to study animal behavior. The result is a broad collection of injectable optogenetic platforms with tether-free operation, on freely moving animals ( Figure 21c ) capable of use in conventional scenarios as well as those (e.g., social experiments) where conventional fiber or head-mounted systems would result in parasitic, confounding challenges. [13j,k] Besides powering schemes that use resonant inductive coupling, recent work highlights a "selfpowered," ultracompact (typical size ≈220 µm × 220 µm) light source that integrates photovoltaic diode layers and LED layers, monolithically in the same device stack (9 µm thick). [103] Here, the photovoltaic unit captures external, low-energy IR photons (≈810 nm) and provides photogenerated currents and voltages capable of driving LEDs with higher-energy, visible emission (630 or 590 nm), thus enabling IR-to-visible upconversion in an engineered material structure with a practical quantum yield over 1%. Under external IR excitation, such implantable, miniaturized light sources demonstrate the capabilities in wireless optogenetic control of in vitro and in vivo neural activities.
Representative Applications of Flexible QLEDs
The extended color gamut, facile solution processability, and emerging patterning techniques make QLEDs promising candidates in low cost, high-resolution flexible displays that can rival state-of-the-art OLED-based systems. Following efforts on both materials and mechanical aspects, the electrical performance of flexible QLEDs now approaches industry standards [5,7b] (brightness 100-1000 cd m −2 and 1000-10 000 cd m −2 for displays and solid state lighting applications, respectively; lifetime over 10 000 h at 100 cd m −2 ) with highest reported values of brightness over 40000 cd m −2[56c] and lifetime over 10 000 h at 100 cd m −2 . [49b] Besides the potential use in ultrahigh-definition 4K and 8K TVs or other large area displays, one application of particular interest is the wearable QLED displays that involve conformal contact with human skin (Figure 23) . The ultrathin form factor of QLEDs and the approach of placing fragile components near the NMP ensure their stable operation under bending, stretching, and other harsh distortional conditions such as crumpling and rolling, that exceed the deformation limits of skin. [49b,56c] Encapsulation layers composed of parylene and epoxy provide effective protection of wearable devices against water droplets and humidity conditions (Figure 23a ). Well-encapsulated devices remain operational after 24 h soaking in water. [56c] Equally important for wearable applications, temperature increases of passively driven QLED arrays at low duty cycles (e.g., 16 × 16 arrays at 6-8 V peak-to-peak voltages with a duty cycle of 6.25%) remain below 28.5 °C (Figure 23e) , with no adverse thermal effects on adjacent tissues. This operational mode involves low power consumption (0.144 W) while providing adequate brightness (674 cd m −2 at 6 V, for reference, maximum brightness of iPhone 7 is 625 cd m −2 ).
[56c]
The mechanical flexibility, water-proof operation, and thermal control allow the integration of QLED display modules and other electronic components into wearable platforms to monitor vital signs, physiological parameters, and properties of the surrounding environments (via sensors) and to display the results in real-time (via QLEDs). One example includes MoS 2 based resistive random-access memory (RRAM) devices, pressure sensors, and QLED arrays (Figure 24a) . [59] Mechanical changes measured by pressure sensors are stored in memory devices for subsequent display via QLEDs. Another platform combines temperature sensors and accelerometers with QLED displays (Figure 24b) . [56c] When worn on the wrist, this system can display information on temperature changes and step counts in real time. A touch sensor functions as the switch through which the user can toggle between two modes (temperature monitor and pedometer). Some emerging technologies, including augmented reality devices, smart surgical glasses, and smart windows, require "invisible" LEDs that do not affect the original appearance or functionality of the complete platform. QLEDs with transparent ITO anodes and cathodes can offer both high brightness (43 000 and 30 000 cd m −2 from the bottom and top, respectively, at 9 V) operation and high optical transmittance (90% at 550 nm and 84% over the entire visible spectrum), to yield high-performance transparent displays. [56a] Adapted from the previously discussed device architectures and mechanical designs, QLEDs with total thicknesses of 2.7 µm in wavy geometries exhibit extremely high bendability (radii of curvatures ranging from a few micrometers to hundreds of micrometers) and stretchability, for seamless integration on objects with various curvatures. In addition, transfer printing of assemblies of aligned RGB pixels yields full-color QLEDs in flexible and transparent formats, of particular interest for systems for augmented reality, internet of things, and wearable devices. Other than serving as the basis of visualization modules, flexible red-emitting QLEDs can also provide light sources in wearable optical sensors for photoplethysmography (PPG). [53] Transfer printing multilayer QLED stacks (Al/TiO 2 /QD/TFB/ graphene/PEN) in a single step to a prestrained PDMS substrate, followed by a buckling process, results in highly stretchable arrays of QLEDs. These devices can be stretched up to 70% strain without changes in optoelectronic performance. Similar fabrication procedures can be applied to PbS QD-based stretchable photodetector arrays. A wearable device that integrates stretchable QLEDs and photodetectors couples conformally with the skin (e.g., wrapped around a fingertip) and provides noninvasive, in situ monitoring of PPG (Figure 24c ). [53] In a broader context, light-responsive QLEDs represent an important, recent advance in this field. [43b] Realization of both efficient photocurrent generation and high electroluminescence within a single system stems from the unique band diagrams in heterogeneous DHNRs. The coexistence of type-I (between CdSe/CdS and CdSe/ZnSe) and type-II heterostructures (between CdS and ZnSe) (Figure 25a,b) enables switchablility between light-emitting and photodetection modes by applying forward or reverse bias. The dual-functional devices demonstrate high luminous efficiency (EQE of 8.0% at 1000 cd m −2 under 2.5 V bias) and high photoresponsivity (200 mA W −1 ). These values compare favorably to state-of-the-art QLEDs and commercial silicon photodetectors. A straightforward demonstration of light-sensing capability of DHNR QLEDs involves a multilayered, 10 × 10 pixel device irradiated by a laser pointer (Figure 25c,d . A circuit board supplies forward bias to pixels under irradiation (i.e., turn on these LED pixels), which allows for demonstration of the "writing" action in response to laser irradiation. Figure 25e ,f shows the temporal response of such devices in two different operational modes. The fast response in both electroluminescence and photocurrent generation modes (sub-microseconds to a few microseconds) empowers LED displays with the ability to respond to changes in light from the surroundings, as exemplified by displays with automatic brightness control and touchless user interface (Figure 25f ), as well as direct displayto-display data communication systems. Though the reported DHNR-LEDs are fabricated on conventional rigid substrates, the same design concepts are readily applicable to flexible light-responsive LEDs.
Conclusion
Results summarized in this review highlight the rapid growth of the field of flexible ILEDs. Recent advances in materials designs, fabrication concepts, and assembly techniques underpin the emergence of high-performance, highly deformable ILEDs as well as their system-level integration into platforms with practical utility. These advanced optoelectronic platforms, such as next-generation displays and wearable/ implantable biomedical tools, offer significant opportunities in applications that cannot be realized using existing technologies. Flexible µ-ILEDs fabricated from state-of-the-art III-V epitaxial layers and assembled by automated transfer printing techniques represent attractive choices for many of these applications, especially those related to biointegrated systems. The high brightness and efficiency, the mechanically compliant structures, and the long-term stable operation that is possible with biocompatible encapsulation layers allow for multifunctional, implantable tools for light delivery to broad classes of biological tissues. Of particular interest are injectable filaments with flexible µ-ILEDs for selective stimulation or inhibition of genetically targeted neuron groups in the brain and peripheral nervous system. Related classes of miniaturized implants with both light sources and light-sensing elements at target sites of interest facilitate multimodal dissection of neuronal circuits and enable new paradigms in neuroscience research. [99f ] These and other classes of ILEDs also enable low cost fabrication of flexible, ultrahigh resolution, full-color LED displays, and high color-purity lighting sources in large-area or portable/wearable formats. System-level integrated wearable platforms using QLEDs as displays or light sources represent an appealing type of bioelectronic devices that provide real-time measurements and visualization of physiological parameters and biomedical information of relevance. Compared to conventional III-V emitters, these new classes of materials feature remarkably tunable optoelectronic properties via versatile compositional control and structural engineering, which opens up unusual possibilities such as dual functional light sensitive LEDs. [43b] In addition to relatively well-studied QLEDs, other [59] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. b) Photographs of (Left) the touch sensor integrated with the ultrathin QLED display and (Middle) the integrated wearable system subjected to external heat and (Right) a subject wearing the device while running. Reproduced with permission. [56c] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. c) (Left) Skin-mounted PPG sensor composed of QLEDs during LED operation at 8.4 V and QD photodetectors wrapped around the finger of a subject. (Right) Real-time PPG signal pulse wave measured by a stretchable QD photodetector using the stretchable QLED or an ITO-based rigid QLED as a light source. Reproduced with permission. [53] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
types of flexible ILEDs exploiting unconventional emitters also hold great potential in various emerging applications. Compared to QDs, perovskites show similar or even higher levels of control over color purity and tunability but require less stringent synthetic conditions and are thus readily available at lower costs. Although the device performance is still inferior to their QD counterparts, flexible PeLEDs can be attractive for highly deformable displays and ultrapure photonic sources. LEDs based on 2D materials are still in early stages of development, with low EQEs. The atomically thin form factors of 2D materials align well with the core concepts in inorganic flexible electronics. Together with other 2D materials-based components, these flexible ILEDs may constitute advanced, multifunctional wearable platforms. On the other hand, many of these highperformance, emerging inorganic emitters, such as QDs or metal halide perovskites, contain toxic elements (e.g., cadmium or lead), which may limit their widespread use in consumer electronics, especially those involving chronic use as biomedical implants. The development of heavy-metal-free systems without compromised device performance continues to be an active topic for research in QDs and perovskites. [5] Success in these endeavors will greatly expedite the use of these flexible ILEDs in biointegrated systems.
The tremendous research progress in this field is beginning to yield impressive commercialized prototypes and actual products, especially in display systems. As mentioned above, Samsung has achieved 8K resolution TVs using QDs as downconverters for the backlight from blue LEDs. These and related products add momentum around the commercial development of self-emissive QLED displays, in flat or flexible formats. In parallel, start-up companies and major corporations have demo nstrated high-definition, small and large area displays consisting of aligned µ-ILED RGB pixels. Xceleprint has achieved 5.1 inch, full-color µ-ILED displays (as illustrated in Figure 19 ), including systems that include printed microscale integrated circuits as drivers on the display substrate. Somewhat larger LEDs also serve as essential building blocks in large or even gigantic displays, such as the 146 inch "The Wall" from Samsung. Other major corporations, including Sony and Apple, are also developing TV and mobile displays based on microscale LEDs. Moreover, the established fabrication methods, device designs, and powering schemes for µ-ILEDs have also evolved into commercial products for biomedical and neuroscience applications. As a representative example, Neurolux has developed fully implantable, light weight, wireless tools with high-performance, ultraminiaturized µ-ILEDs, as well as software/hardware systems, for optogenetic studies in the brain and near spinal cords of freely moving animals.
Research efforts covered in this review encompass various types of materials as well as their applications at the device-, circuit-, and system-levels, and highlight the current state of this emerging field. Methodologies developed for one type of ILEDs can be applied to other types as well. For instance, the developments of stretchable QLEDs exploit many mechanical designs originally developed for µ-ILEDs. More generally, the toolbox of design concepts and processing principles developed for ILEDs can also be leveraged in other, related important components (photodetectors, transistors, lasers, etc.) for advanced optoelectronic platforms. Future opportunities for flexible ILEDs will follow from both fundamental and applied research efforts, especially that involve interdisciplinary studies, including materials chemistry of inorganic emitters, underlying physics of heterogeneous quantum structures, manufacturing science in microfabrication and scalable assembly techniques, optoelectronic device structure design, mechanical, and biochemical engineering, and biomedical and neurological science.
